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Abstract:New deep image-to-image translation techniques or methods enable rapid generation of face 

images from incomplete or rough freehand sketches. However, existing solutions adapt too much to 

sketches and therefore require edge maps or professional sketches as input. To solve this problem, our main 

idea is to implicitly model the shape space of face images and synthesize it in this space to approximate the 

input sketch. We take a local to global approach. We study the insertion of elements into the main 

components of primary surfaces and transfer the corresponding parts of the input sketches towards the 

basic component varieties defined by the feature vectors of the surface component samples. Here is also 

another deep neural network that learns the mapping function from built-in component features to realistic 

images with various multi-channel feature maps as mediating results to improve information flow. Because 

our method basically uses input incomplete or rough freehand sketches as soft links, and thus is able to 

create realistic face images even from incomplete or rough sketches. Because our tool is very easy to use 

even for untrained artists, while still helping by providing fine control over shape details. Quantitative and 

qualitative analysis shows the high generation capacity of our system for existing and new other solutions. 

The fluency and practicality of our system is confirmed by a user study. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Creating real images of human faces from scratch or incomplete freehand sketches benefits a variety of applications 

including crime investigation, character design, educational training, etc. Due to their clarity, brevity, and ease of use, 

sketches are often used to illustrate desired faces. Recently introduced image-to-image translation techniques based on 

deep learning enable the automatic generation of photographic images from sketches for various categories of objects, 

including human faces, and help produce spectacular results. 

Most of these deep learning-based sketch-to-image systems often start with input sketches that are nearly fixed and then 

try to infer missing textures or shading information between strokes. These problems are written somewhat more like 

reconstruction problems with hard constraints on the input sketches. Due to their data-driven nature, they often train 

their networks from pairs of real photos and their corresponding edge maps, and therefore need test sketches with a 

quality comparable to that of the edge maps of real images to synthesize realistic face images. Creating such sketches is 

challenging, especially for people with less sketching experience. Our system consists of three main modules, namely 

FM (Feature Mapping), IS (Image Synthesis) and CE (Component Embedding). The CE module acquires an auto-

encoder architecture and additionally learns five feature descriptors from the face sketch data, specifically for “right 

eye”, “left eye”, “nose”, “mouth” and “residues” for locally approximating component distributions. The other FM and 

IS modules form different deep learning subnets to generate conditional images, and the map components contain 

vectors for realistic or real images. Our main concept is to implicitly learn a space of plausible face sketches from real 

face data to solve this problem. 

To deal with this problem, our primary idea is to study the space of plausible face sketches from real face sketch images 

and find the closest point in this space to estimate the input sketch. In this way, image synthesis can be guided by using 

rather soft sketch bindings. Thus, the credibility of the synthesized images can be increased even with rough and/or 

incomplete input sketches, without disregarding the characteristics shown in the sketches. Learning such a space 

globally (if it exists) is not very practical due to the small amount of training data against the expected high-

dimensional feature space.  
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This inspires us to fully model the manifolds at the component level, which makes a better sense of the estimate that 

each component manifold is low-dimensional and locally linear [14]. This decision not only helps to locally split such 

splitters using a limited amount of face data, but also verifies a finer control of shape details. 

Our system consists of three main modules, namely FM (Feature Mapping), IS (Image Synthesis) and CE (Component 

Embedding). The CE module obtains an auto-encoder architecture and partially learns five feature descriptors from the 

face sketch data, namely for “right eye”, “left eye”, “nose”, “mouth” and “remains”. for a local approach to component 

distributions. The other FM and IS modules form different deep learning subnets to generate conditional images, and 

the map components contain vectors for realistic or real images. It tries to infer missing textures or shading information 

between strokes. 

 

 
Fig1 

 

II.METHODOLOGY 

The 3D shape space of human faces has been well thought out (see the classic morphable face model. A viable 

approach to synthesizing realistic faces from rough freehand sketches is to first predict an input sketch into such a 3D 

face space and also synthesize a face image from the generated 3D surface. Although such a global parametric model is 

not variable enough to align the rich details of the image or support local adjustments.which presents us with the 

advantages of a local-global structure for faithful local synthesis of details, our method focuses on modeling the shape 

spaces of facial components in the image processing domain. 

We can do this by learning how to insert elements into face components. For each component type, the points 

corresponding to the component samples implicitly define the manifold. Although we don't explicitly study this 

manifold because we focus a lot on knowing the closest point in such a manifold given the new sketched face 

component to be refined. Noting that in the connotation of embedding spaces, similar components are close to each 

other, we consider that the underlying manifolds of the components are locally linear. We then follow the main idea of 

the classical locally linear embedding (LLE) algorithm to project the feature vector of the sketched face component into 

its component manifold. 

We use the information in the feature space by guiding the conditional sketch to synthesize the image through feature 

embedding learning. Unlike traditional inter-sketch synthesis methods that study conditional GANs to transform 

sketches into images, our idea forces the synthesis process to traverse the component feature space and then map 1-

channel feature vectors to 32-channel feature maps before use. conditional GAN. This greatly improves the flow of 

information and benefits the fusion of components. Below we first discuss our data preparation procedure. We can then 

represent our new pipeline for sketch-to-image synthesis and our approach to multiple projection. 
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III. DATA PREPARATION 

 

 
a                                     b                                  c 

 

 

 
d                                     e                                    f 

 

Fig.2. The comparisons of different edgeextraction methods 

 

A reasonably large dataset of face sketch-image pairs is required to train our network. There are several relevant 

datasets such as the CUHK face sketch database. Since a more abstract representation of surfaces using sparse lines is 

excluded, although sketches in this type of datasets include a shading effect. We thus contribute to a new dataset of 

pairs of face images and corresponding synthesized sketches. We build on the CelebAMask-HQ face image data, which 

contains high-resolution face images with semantic facial attribute masks. For simplicity, we now focus on the front 

faces, without any decorative accessories (eg glasses, face masks). 

 

IV. SKETCH TO IMAGE SYNTHESIS ARCHITECTURE 

Module for inserting components. Since human faces share an understandable structure, we can decompose a face 

sketch into five components, labeled as Sc, c ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} for “Left Eye”, “Right Eye”, “Nose”. ", 

"Mouth"and"Remainder", separately. In order to process the details between the components, we need to easily define 

the first four components using four overlapping windows centered on the individual facial components (obtained from 

the pre-labeled segmentation mask in the datasets), as shown in Figure 3 (top left) The "Remainder" image correlated 

with the "Remainder" component is the same as the original sketch image, but the eyes, nose and mouth are gone. Here 

we deal with the "left eye" and the "right eye" separately, to explore the best flexibility of the generated faces (see two 

examples in Figure 3). To better control the details of individual components and each type face component, we study 

local feature embedding. We obtain feature descriptions of individual individual components using five auto-encoder 

networks, represented as {Ec ,Dc }, where Ec is the encoder and Dc is the decoder for component C.   autoencoder 

consists of 5 encoding layers as well as 5 decoding layers. Here we add a fully completed concatenated layer in the 

middle or middle to ensure that the latent descriptor has 512 dimensions for all five components. 
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Fig. 3. examples of generation flexibility supportedby using separate components for the left and right eyes. 

 

Feature_Mapping_Module: 

Given the sketch, we can suggest its placement to the material pipeline to make sense. One solutionthe real image is 

first convertedimage vectors of projected pipe elements back to the objectdrawing using the {Dc} learned decoder, then 

process the art-image synthesis at the layer standard level and finally merge it. Broughtpictures together. get a full face. 

However, a direct solution may lead to a conflict between the value of the localcontext and global model, because there 

is no system for managing the process of personal development. 

Another solution is to first render the cut material into the finished sketch and then process the composite sketch 

tocreate the surface outline. It can be seen that this solution causes artifacts in the images as well, and these artifacts 

carryover to the composite images because deep learning by its very nature uses the image very hard for image-to-

imagesynthesis. Limited as discussedpreviously. 

Figure 4. Given the same conceptual graph (a), the conditional synthesis image on multiple projection eigenvectors 

yields more results than the conditional synthesis image on transition graphs (b) (c) (d). Look at the artifacts highlighted 

in the middle image (b) and composite result (c) of pix2pixHD. We have noticed that the above problem usually occurs 

in the area of overlapping clipping windows of different objects. 

Since the image has only one channel, disparity between adjacent objects in the overlap areas are difficult to determine 

using a network of images. This motivates us to show the picture point vectors of various points for many special maps. 

This improves the flow of information, and combining elements instead of sketches helps resolve facial inconsistency. 

Because the descriptions of different objects have different meanings, we created an FM module with five independent 

decision models to transform image vectors into maps. Each decision model has an attached set and five layers. 
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It has 32 channels for each custom map and is the same size as the corresponding component in the diagram. The result 

of the map of "left eye", "right eye", "nose" and "mouth" is inserted into the feature map "residual" as the fact of the 

position of the face in the ace concept. sketch. image to save. original spatial relationships. As shown in the figure 

(bottom middle), we combine the maps using depth (for example "left/right" > "nose" > "mouth" > "rest"). 

Image synthesis module. The IS module, which compiles the maps, converts them into a real face. We use this model 

using a GAN structure model that uses a specific map as input to a discriminator-driven generator. Like the universal 

renderer in pix2pixHD, our renderer has an encoding part, a residual part, and a decision room. These units create a 

feedback map sequentially. Similar to [16], the separator focuses on identifying different kinds of patterns: we reduce 

the input to different scales and use different separators to distinguish different scale objects. We use this setting to 

display the expected high level of the site. Two-stage training. To train our network using our image pair data, we use a 

two-stage training strategy as shown in Figure 3. In the first stage, we train only the CE module by training five 

separate autoencoders to place features using component drawings. 

Image Synthesis Module. The IS module, which assembles the maps, transforms them into a real face. We use this 

model using a GAN structure model that uses a specific map as input to a discriminator driven generator. Like the 

universal generator in pix2pixHD [16], our generator has a coding part, a residual part and a decision unit. The 

feedback map is madesequentially by these units.          

As shown in Figure 1, we use a two-stage training strategy using our dataset ofsketch image pairs to train our network 

(Section 3.1). In the first phase, we train only the CE module by training five separate autoencoders for feature 

placements using component drawings. Thetraining is based on self-monitoring with the mean square error (MSE) loss 

between the drawn image and thereconstructed image. In Phase II, we adjust the parameters of the learning encoders 

and train all unknown networks end-to end in FM and IS modules. 

For the GAN in IS, in addition to the GAN loss, we also add the L1 loss to add to the renderer,thus increasing the pixel-

level quality of the rendered image. We use the null hypothesisin discrimination to compare the differences between 

real and generated images. Due to the different characteristicsof male and female portraits, we train the network using 

all methods, but for testing we limit the search space tomale and female positions. 

 

V.APPLICATIONS 

Our system can be adapted for numerous applications. In this section, we present two applications: face morphing and 

face modeling. 

 

A. Face Morphing 

Conventional face morphing algorithms usually require key-level similarity between two face shapes to guide semantic 

interpolation. We present a simple but effective morphing approach by 1) dividing a pair of face sketches from the 

training database into five parts;2) encode the component sketches into feature vectors in their respective characteristic 

spaces. 

 

B. Face Modelling 

The traditional copying technique uses a continuous stitching technique on colored images. However, there will be 

many cases where local colordoesn't matter. To solve this problem, we combine surface components to compose new 

surfaces that can maintain all color and light consistency. Separately, the sketch of the first coding surface components 

as feature vectors (perhaps from different subjects) can also be combined as a new surface using the FM module and the 

IS module. This can be used to replace or replace existing surface parts with components from other sources, or to 

combine components from multiple sources. Figure 20 shows some new faces synthesized by recombination of 

components such as eyes, nose, mouth and the rest of the four source sketches. Since our images are synthesized, the 

mesh can resolve conflicts between facial components from different sources in terms of image and flash. 

 

C. Criminal Investigation: 

Finding a suspect based on a sketch image is a difficult task. The police use a lot of automatic biometric engineering to 

identify suspects in some crimes, the only information that ensures that the investigator will build a forensic sketch 
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using a skilled artist and sketch to convert the sketch into a digital image and this system or framework. it is easy to find 

suspicious. 

VI.CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS 

So, in this paper we have hand out a novel deep learning framework which synthesize realistic human face images from 

irregular or incomplete freehand sketch. We have taken both local-to-global approach by firstly de-composing a face 

sketch into separate components, clarifying its individual component by extruding them to components manifold 

defined from the existing components samples in the characteristics/feature spaces, plotting or mapping the filtered/ 

refined characters / features vector to the features map for structural combination, and finally converting the combined 

features map to realistic images. As this approach normally support local editing and make the network involved easy 

to learn/ train from its training datasets which is not much in large scale.          

So, our perspective outperforms the existing sketch to image synthesis approaches, often requires edge map or sketch 

with similar quality as inputs. Our user study has confirmed the versatility of our system. We have also adapted our 

system for the following applications as face morphing, face copy–paste and criminal investigation. 
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